
Dynasty Lords Releases Its Latest Version;
Social Integrations Now Available
Social integration will now play a power-packed role in Dynasty Lords, as war game fanatics play out
their act of aggression and strategic planning.

IRVINE, CA, USA, August 28, 2015 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Dynasty Lords' updated version now offers
a bunch of not-to-be-missed features that has noticeably leveraged the engagement factor within the
game. With its latest update of power-packed Facebook integration, Dynasty Lords’ fans are now
being able to flaunt their scores with their friends via Facebook. More to it, Dynasty enthusiasts can
now also compete with their friends and put their best foot forward while defeating their friends and
acquiring high scores. Another exciting addition is the integration of Leaderboards within the
gameplay. Now that the player’s scores are being recorded, Dynasty enthusiasts are loving all the
hype that is being created around score comparisons and that’s pushing them to perform even better
than their previous game.  

Dynasty Lords is a chess-like war game that’s played on a captivating layout of an ancient Chinese
themed kingdom with immersive 3D graphics and soundtrack  adding up to the exquisiteness of this
game. While the game’s ultimate feel is very similar to the classic game of chess, Dynasty Lords
brings a challenging twist by letting the player control an army comprised of different types of soldier
‘pieces’, each showcasing distinctive movement and attacking abilities. 

Dynasty Lords offers an extremely gripping gameplay wherein players depict themselves as either
Jade Emperor or Gold Emperor. They are expected to be extremely sharp with their moves and
tricking with their strategies to take over the mighty celestial Kingdom, as the opponent is equally
sharp and cunning. While the game demands strategic planning at every step, the ever-changing
gameplay is what keeps the players on their toes. 

The changeable views of the board adds a lot of fun element to the game. Whereas, the 3D animation
and soundtrack are developed to live the players spellbound while engaging with this ancient Chinese
kingdom. Dynasty Lords will definitely keep the proficient and expert players engrossed, while novice
and beginners can still manage to lead after playing a couple of games.

The game can be played against the AI, or challenge opponents as well as switch between standard
and chess timers.
Dynasty Lords have also had the privilege of being reviewed and rated by some of the most reputed
app review websites across the web that’s inclusive of AppsZoom and like. Certainly, a response
similar to this was anticipated at the time of launch considering the nuances of the game that
managed to offer scores of exciting twists and strategic moves, all at a time.   

War game enthusiasts can now engage with the Dynasty Lords on Android & iPhone devices.
Interestingly, Dynasty Lord has a PC/MAC version as well. Go, win the battle!

Ying Ying App’s Dynasty Lords is now available for:

Android: 

http://www.einpresswire.com


http://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.YingYing.DynastyLordsFree  

iPhone:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/dynasty-lords/id615026265?mt=8 

PC/MAC version:
http://yingyingapps.com/blog/?page_id=27 

About YingYing Apps 

The Dynasty Lords game has been developed by Ying Ying Apps, LLC, a mobile application
development startup. The company has been currently focusing on developing iOS & Android strategy
game apps. The company has been publishing innovative games for various platforms till date.
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